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==========

Neuroblastoma {#Sec2}
-------------

Neuroblastoma, a pediatric cancer, is still a great challenge for oncologists because more than 60% of patients with metastatic disease are not surviving after 5 years from diagnosis. Although a huge amount of clinical and biological data is available, the tumorigenesis of this cancer is largely obscure. The present paper is addressing to stimulate the debate to the tumorigenesis of Neuroblastoma.

Neuroblastoma present as a clinical and biological heterogeneous tumor of embryonic origin that arises from primitive neural crest cells (NCCs) \[[@CR1]\]. In about half of the patients this cancer onset as a localized tumor, and their 5-year survival rate ranges between 70% and 98%. The remaining patients present with metastatic stage 4 or stage 4S disease. The latter occurs in approximately 8% of all patients, who are neonates or infants. Usually, these patients have a good outcome. Conversely, stage 4 patients who show an aggressive disease phenotype, have a 5-year survival rate between 30% and 35% \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

Genome-wide studies have demonstrated that the clinical course of Neuroblastoma is greatly influenced by the presence of copy number variations (CNVs) \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\]. Numerical CNVs is observed with gain or loss of entire chromosome whereas structural CNVs include gain or loss of partial chromosome. Indeed, many differences in CNVs between localized and metastatic tumors have been reported \[[@CR4], [@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Localized tumors display several numerical and few structural CNVs, whereas aggressive metastatic tumors are characterized by a high number of structural CNVs and a low number of numerical CNVs \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\]. The manner in which CNVs occur during the development of this tumor type is still unknown. The embryonic origin of Neuroblastoma suggests that chromosomal damage is an early event in fetal life. Actually, genomic analyses of tumors in infant patients have revealed several numerical CNVs, which indicate that additional chromosome copies in tumor cells appear very early in the lives of these patients \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR13]\]. We can then argue that chromosome mis-segregation may occur early in embryogenesis when NCCs migrate to their final destination.

Since tumors of patients with good survival outcomes primarily have numerical CNVs, while tumors of stage 4 patients with poor outcomes show several structural CNVs, it is acceptable the association between chromosomal structural damage and tumor development and progression. The high number of numerical and structural chromosome disorders observed in Neuroblastoma cells suggests that chromosome instability (CIN) is playing a pivotal role in the tumorigenesis of this tumor type.

Although the CIN is a hallmark of cancer, it has not been extensively explored in Neuroblastoma. Today, a vast amount of genomic data is available, and thus, it would benefit us to turn our attention to the early phases of Neuroblastoma development.

The present report suggests that CIN plays a crucial role in Neuroblastoma tumorigenesis and that CIN characterizes the earliest events in tumor development.

Main text {#Sec3}
=========

A high number of both numerical and structural CNVs indicates CIN in Neuroblastoma {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical observations strongly support the notion that the course of stage 4S Neuroblastoma is initiated with non-aggressive behavior during embryonic life and that this tumor continues to develop during infancy \[[@CR14]\] (see also: The European study, LINES 2009 (Low and Intermediate Risk Neuroblastoma European Study), ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01728155). This is supported by the fact that tumors of stage 4S patients have several numerical CNVs, whereas stage 4 tumors are characterized by a high number of structural CNVs \[[@CR10]\]. Fisher and Tweddle \[[@CR12]\] reported a case of neonatal Neuroblastoma in which the tumor showed gains of whole chromosomes as follows: 1, 2, 7, 12, and 17. In our study, which included 30 newborns (aged 0--1 months) with Neuroblastoma, we found that *MYCN* was not amplified in 29/29 (100%) of cases. We also found that chromosome 1p36 was deleted in 1/27 (0.04%) with diploid cells, was not deleted in 12/27 (44%) and was imbalanced in 14/27 (52%) cases. Finally, hyper-diploid DNA content was found in 29/30 (97%) cases (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Our observation, together with those of other investigators \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\], confirms that Neuroblastoma can occur during the first year of life and is associated with few genetic aberrations and a favorable clinical stage. In fact, it is interesting to note that 53% (16/30) of patients onset as stage 1; 13% (4/30) as stage 2; 7% (2/30) stage 3; 24% (7/30) stage 4S and only 3% (1/30) stage 4.Table 1In the Table are listed the 30 patients between 0 and 2 months of life at different neuroblastoma clinical stages. *MYCN* oncogene and chromosome 1p status, and DNA index are also reportedNumber^a^Stage^b^*MYCN* ^c^Chromosome 1p^d^DNA index111imbalance1.60211imbalance1.44311imbalance1.37411imbalance1.64511normal1.49611normal2.09711imbalance1.31811imbalance1.35911normal1.601011normal1.771111normal1.851211normal1.191311normal1.211411normal1.081511n.d.1.36161n.d.n.d.1.211721imbalance1.231821imbalance1.501921imbalance1.632021imbalance1.522131normal1.292231normal1.472341n.d.1.17244S1imbalance2.33254S1loss1.00264S1normal1.30274S1imbalance1.55284S1imbalance1.40294S1imbalance1.65304S1normal1.20^a^Serial number; ^b^Clinical stage; ^c^one copy of *MYCN* gene; ^d^normal: normal chromosome 1p; imbalance: extracopy of chromosome 1p; loss: loss of chromosome 1p; *n.d* not done. (Data from Italian Neuroblastoma Register \[[@CR2]\])

It is widely accepted that near-triploid cells are characteristic of low-risk Neuroblastoma, which indicates that supernumerary whole chromosomes are a feature of non-aggressive tumors \[[@CR15], [@CR17]\]. Recently, we performed a survey of 2994 cases, which included all stages of Neuroblastoma, and we confirmed that aneuploidy is more frequent in tumors of patients younger than 18 months of age with stage 1, 2, 3, or 4 disease compared with older patients (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the tumors of children older than 18 months are primarily near-diploid or near-tetraploid, and this feature is independent of the patient's clinical stage; although, this characteristic is most evident in stage 4 Neuroblastoma. In particular, tumor with DNA index 1.5 has been found in younger patients belonging to: stage 1, 69%; 2, 69%; 3, 60; 4, 28%; 4S, 50%. On the contrary, the percentage of tumor with DNA index 1.5 is lower in the patients older than 18 months according the following stages: 1, 33%; 2, 45%; 3, 34%; 4, 16%. It is to note that tumor cells with diploid DNA content is growing from stage 1 to 4 as well as in patients under and over 18 months of age.Fig. 1Distribution of the DNA index value of 2994 neuroblastoma tumors belonging to Italian Neuroblastoma Register \[[@CR2]\]. The DNA index percentage value for each clinical stage is reported in the upper panel (*red* color). On the left, green value are referred to the 1.0 for diploid cells, 1.5 and 2.00 for hyperdiploid cells. A DNA index of 1.50 is more frequent in tumors of patients who are younger than 18 months for all stages but not for stage 4 patients who have a peak of 43% DNA of diploid cells. Tumors of patients over 18 months of age primarily show a DNA diploid tumor cells with a peak (62%) of tumor cells in stage 4. Stage 4S is not represented because occurs in patients under 12 months of age, by definition

It is noteworthy that near-diploid tumors of high-risk patients with stage 4 disease contain several structural CNVs. As observed by Brodeur et al. \[[@CR18]\] "segmental CNVs do not substantially alter the total cellular DNA content", which indicates that tumors of high-risk patients contain several chromosomal aberrations, although with near-diploid DNA content. Aneuploidy is generally defined as the presence of an abnormal chromosome number that is greater or smaller than the diploid component. Duesberg and Li \[[@CR19]\] defined aneuploidy "as an abnormal balance of either intact chromosomes or segments of chromosomes or both". Besides, Geigl et al. \[[@CR20]\] defined aneuploidy as an "unbalanced number of chromosomes or large portions of chromosomes". All above suggests that aneuploid Neuroblastoma cells have unequal chromosome content not only because of entire chromosome gains but also because of the gain and/or loss of partial chromosome regions.

On the whole, genome-wide studies have demonstrated that critical chromosomal damage occurs more frequently in older patients and that several CNVs accumulate in an age-dependent manner, as supported by Schleiermacher et al. \[[@CR9]\] and Coco et al. \[[@CR10]\].

Finally, as additional help to the facts discussed above, it is interesting to note that cancer mouse models provide the opportunity to demonstrate that CIN can initiate tumor transformation \[[@CR21]\].

CIN is present in the early phases of Neuroblastoma development {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Geigl et al. \[[@CR20]\] described CIN as "...the rate (cell-to-cell variability) of gain or loss of whole chromosomes or fractions of chromosomes. This definition encompasses the rate of both whole-chromosome and segmental chromosomal aneuploidies". Taking into account the Geigl's sentence, I suggest that CIN is a feature of Neuroblastoma as indicated by the present of both numerical and structural CNVs in Neuroblastoma cells. Abnormal DNA content in Neuroblastoma cells may be triggered by aberrant mitosis, chromosome mis-segregation, and kinetochore defects as well as is occurring in many cancers \[[@CR22]--[@CR24]\]. Indeed, both chromosome mis-segregation and kinetochore abnormalities produce an unequal number of chromosomes in daughter cells. Therefore, it may be reasonable to suppose that this represents one of the first genomic catastrophic events in premalignant Neuroblastoma cells. A popular hypothesis to explain the development of aneuploidy postulates that polyploidization may be caused by multiple rounds of S-phase in the absence of mitotic endoreduplication \[[@CR25]\]. The subsequent and progressive loss of chromosomes from the original polyploid progenitor cell and subsequent rearrangements within the extra-copy genetic reservoir would generate aneuploid cells. Another mechanism that may be responsible for aneuploidy in Neuroblastoma cells might be associated with the abnormal activity of the spindle apparatus \[[@CR26]\]. It has been reported that chromosome mis-segregation leads to DNA damage, particularly chromosome translocation \[[@CR27]\]. Finally, we may also add that chromothripsis, which has been recently observed in Neuroblastoma \[[@CR28]\], indicates a high CIN in this tumor.

It is noteworthy that structural chromosomal damage as well as large and small DNA sequence rearrangements are associated with deregulated transcription. Therefore, Neuroblastoma cells have both chromosomal and transcriptional instability \[[@CR11], [@CR29], [@CR30]\].

Neuroblastoma and CIN during embryonic development {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

Approximately 5% of Neuroblastoma are detected during the neonatal period, which indicates that this type of neoplasia likely grows during the embryonic period \[[@CR31]\]. In necropsies of infants, Ikeda et al. \[[@CR32]\] observed nodules of Neuroblastoma cells, which they defined as "*in situ* neuroblastoma". These nodules provide evidence that Neuroblastoma may be present in the embryo. Moreover, most patients experience the onset of stage 4S disease within 6 months of birth (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that the initiation of this tumor occurs during fetal development. This concept has been further supported by Gigliotti et al. \[[@CR14]\] who reported that 6 cases out of 45 stage 4S Neuroblastoma were detected *in utero*.Fig. 2Distribution of stage 4 and stage 4S Italian patients from the National Neuroblastoma Register according to the age of the patients at diagnosis. Most of the stage 4S cases are observed between 0 and 6 months. On the contrary, the frequency of stage 4 cases increases after 6 months of observation

Within the last decade, the study of chromosome instability during early embryogenesis has become possible with the introduction of preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) along with the in vitro fertilization (IVF) technique \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\]. Surprisingly, mosaicism of whole-chromosome aneuploidies and uniparental disomies, as well as segmental deletions, duplications and amplifications, are not restricted to arrested or poorly developed cleavage-stage embryos, but are also common in high-quality IVF embryos.

The presence of CIN in fetal tissues supports the notion that chromosome instability may persist for a longer period during fetal life. In particular, we could argue that neural crest cells with high CIN could generate neuroblastic pre-malignant cells with abnormal chromosome content. This phenomenon might be a leading cause of numerical and structural CNVs in Neuroblastoma cells.

CIN may explain the tumorigenesis of Neuroblastoma {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------

The route of Neuroblastoma development appears complex; several genomic damages justify that NCCs can undergo to malignant transformation during the embryonic life. However, to build a confident model for Neuroblastoma tumorigenesis is very difficult. The Neuroblastoma shows high clinical and biological heterogeneity indicating that tumorigenesis is complex and probably involve several genetics aspects. In 1976, Knudson and Meadows \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] proposed the two-step mutation model to explain the evolution of stage 4S suggesting the presence of a single recessive gene mutation. A model that should also explained the tumor spontaneous regression. However, the two-step model did not fit with the other clinical stages of Neuroblastoma and was never proved for stage 4S. Afterwards, numerous studies have revealed several genetics abnormalities in Neuroblastoma such as *MYCN* gene amplification, numerical chromosome abnormalities and non-random chromosome gains and losses. In 1993, I suggested that more genes and chromosome abnormalities participated in a multistep manner to the Neuroblastoma tumorigenesis \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. Unfortunately, the model did not explained how the genetics abnormalities are occurring sequentially.

More recently, we used array comparative genomic hybridization datasets and a dictionary-learning algorithm to develop a progressive genomic instability model of metastatic Neuroblastoma tumorigenesis \[[@CR39]\]. This model supports the hypothesis that the initial step of oncogenesis is the generation of whole chromosome gains followed by loss of chromosome segments. The progressive genomic instability model together the observation of Coco et al. \[[@CR10]\] supports the role of CIN in Neuroblastoma and justifies the observation that tumors in newborns have numerical chromosome gains while those of older patients have more structural chromosome aberrations indicating the condition of high genomic instability.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

Neuroblastoma: a CIN disease {#Sec9}
----------------------------

In conclusion, currently, sufficient biological, molecular and clinical observations have been made, which allowed us to hypothesize that the embryonic development of Neuroblastoma is a consequence of high chromosome instability of neural crest cells. In my opinion, metastatic stage 4S and stage 4 cells originate from a common ancestral neural crest cell. The accumulation of structural CNVs in stage 4 tumors, but not in 4S tumors, depends on the time necessary for these critical impairments to occur in the cells \[[@CR10]\]. Thus, the tumor cells of patients who are older than one year of age with stage 4 disease have had sufficient time to accumulate several structural CNVs.

The role of point mutations in this process is questionable. For instance, deleterious mutations in genes whose products comprise the spindle apparatus could disable these genes and prevent normal regulation of chromosome segregation in neural crest cells. Actually, recurrent mutations rarely occur in the Neuroblastoma genome. Pugh et al. \[[@CR40]\] selected only a few genes with missense mutations. Among the most frequently mutated genes, *ALK* ranks first with 22 missense mutations. Furthermore, Pugh's results confirmed the low number of missense mutations (12 per tumor) observed in Neuroblastoma \[[@CR28]\]. Moreover, Molenaar et al. \[[@CR28]\] reported that the frequency of mutations in stage 4S tumors is less than 5%. Similarly, we showed that *RAS*, a gene that is often mutated in adult cancers and in leukemia, is rarely mutated in Neuroblastoma \[[@CR41]\]. Additionally, the *ATRX* \[[@CR40]\] gene, a putative driver gene in the oncogenesis of Neuroblastoma, shows a gene deletion, but few mutations.

More recently, Peifer et al. \[[@CR42]\] confirmed a low mutation rate in Neuroblastoma as reported by Molenaar et al. \[[@CR28]\]. It is interesting to note that the same author showed that telomerase genes are over expressed in high-risk Neuroblastoma as a consequence of genomic rearrangements. Peifer and colleagues conclude that genome remodeling is the cause of telomerase gene activation. This finding supports the hypothesis that genome instability is an early event in Neuroblastoma tumorigenesis.

In conclusion, the large amount of genomic data on Neuroblastoma and several clinical observations in regards to the natural history of the disease allow us to propose that Neuroblastoma arises due to the chromosome instability present in neural crest cells. If we view Neuroblastoma as a CIN disease, we may use drugs that target CIN to improve the treatment of this tumor. Indeed, some compounds such as Aurora A inhibitors are already being assessed in preclinical and clinical studies of Neuroblastoma therapy \[[@CR43]\].
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